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"Old Thompson, enough with your blabbering! Don't even dream of running away! The Thompsons' days are over and you

should give up already! Take this! Divine Kick!" The Southern Boss scoffed.

Taking advantage of Arthur's distraction, he launched a powerful kick, while Devon executed the Mirage Strike, aiming at Arthur's

legs in perfect synchronization with the Southern Boss's attack.

"Damn it!" Arthur paled.

He was already struggling to fight the Southern Boss and Devon simultaneously, and the fact that they attacked again while he

was distracted caused him to find himself in danger.

It would be soon that Arthur was defeated.

"Elder Thompson, hold on! I'll come over to help you once I get rid of the Four Apostles!" Leon shouted.

He desperately wanted to defeat the Four Apostles and rush to Arthur's rescue, but the Four Apostles surrounded him and were

yet to resume the Four Beasts Formation, so he was yet to locate the weak point of the formation.

"Why you!" Arthur gritted his teeth in frustration.

Knowing that he gave the Southern Boss and Devon the chance to attack because he was distracted earlier, he

learned from his mistakes and ignored Leon.

"How dare you run your mouth when your doom is near?

Let's see how exactly are you going to get rid of the four of us!"

The Four Apostles were all enraged by Leon's arrogance.

The Grand Apostle found the Four Beasts Formation over a decade ago in an ancient site and with the combination of the Four

Apostles' strength, even Arthur and the Southern Boss, who were in the Advanced Almighty State, would not survive if they were

tripped in the Four Beasts Formation.

The Four Apostles felt the same as Arthur did and assumed that Leon had no means to break past the Four Beasts Formation.

"Enough talking! You shall see what I'm capable of soon enough!" Leon said in contempt in the hope to provoke the Four

Apostles into launching the Four Beasts Formation, so that he could spot the weak point of the formation sooner.

"Very well! You asked for this! Die!" The Grand Apostle laughed angrily, before darting toward Leon.

At the same time, the Second Apostle who was in the Tiger position also attacked Leon from behind; the two collaborated to

attack Leon from front and behind in an attempt to force Leon into the Death Spot so that the four of them could eliminate Leon

at once.
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